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Introduction 
 

Thanks for entering your information and taking the time to read the White Paper I 

have prepared. 

 

My name is Ewan Watt; I am the Director of roi.com.au and we have over 10 years of 

experience in digital marketing as it relates to the real estate industry. 

 

Buying and selling one’s property is one of the biggest decisions one makes in one’s 

life. Not surprisingly, we spend lots of time online trying to get every piece of data that 

will help us make the best decision for ourselves and our families. 

 

I am also personally intrigued by real estate marketing as it has the most complex set 

of buying behaviours online, and yet strangely vendor marketing schedules still seem 

to cling to traditional marketing approaches. 

 

Instinctively, this does not make much sense to me, so I prepared the following white 

paper to help real estate agencies and vendors get access to the latest information 

available. 

 

All feedback is welcome, and thanks for reading. 

 

Ewan Watt 
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The data provided in this white paper is an approximation and provides only a guide to the 

actual numbers and trends. 
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2015 Real Estate Browse Search – Australia 
 

 

Browsing Desktop Traffic Share – Australia 
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Takeaway:  

Home owners should advertise on both realestate.com.au and domain.com.au to give your 

property the best chance of being on the initial shortlist for prospective buyers. The 

justification for investing in other “me too” listing sites and publications is questionable. So 

also advertising on other “me too” listing sites such as realestateview.com.au and 

homely.com.au may not be worth your while.   

Apart from some major online real estate website as mentioned above, other specialist real 

estate websites that focus on niche markets like lifestyle property, luxury property, and 

apartments could still add significant value. 

 

Most Popular Real Estate Mobile Apps – April 2015 
 

Google Play Store 

App Store Rank Change 

Domain 53 +5 

Real Estate 66 -5 

Houzz 232 -17 

 

App Store 

App Store Rank Change 

Real estate 46 -1 

Domain 59 +1 
 

Takeaway:  

Internet users in Australia are increasingly using their mobiles / smartphones as a device to 

access information.  Mobile apps hence have an important position and take advantage of 

this trend. The reach and functionality of the mobile apps from both realestate.com.au and 

domain.com.au strengthen both websites as powerful marketing resource for vendors in 

reaching “browsing” and “active” buyers. 
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Leading NSW Premium Agent Website Trends 

 

 

Leading Premium Victorian Agent Website Trends 
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Takeaway: 

Upon first glance you may consider that traffic to agent’s websites is either stagnant or on 

the decline, however an agent still maintains an important role in the buying and selling of 

real estate. As we become exposed to more information; the role of agents and their websites 

is becoming more important to connect sellers with active buyers. For this reason an agent’s 

website traffic should not be measured on volume, but rather on quality and engagement. 

Furthermore the above statistics are indicative of only desktop search, so when you add 

mobile search which is typically 40%+ of real estate search traffic, consumers are still actively 

using agent websites when it comes to deciding which house or agent is right for them.  

A seller would be happy with 2 more buyers to an auction, so the focus of agents should be 

on engagement and personalisation. This means agents should be investing in content that 

guides and educates customers who are in the “browse” stage, and targeted digital 

campaigns to “active buyers” across multiple digital channels. 

Here are some great examples of localised suburb knowledge that agents could publish on 

their website and therefore add real value for their customers. For customers answering 

following the following questions in their mind is invaluable and may be one of the reasons 

they go with a certain agent. 

1. What is the latest house sales data in my area for my style of property (not generic median 

price data) 

2. School zone information 

3. Update on new local lifestyle projects which are adding value to the area 

4. Commentary on neighbourhood trends, why certain families or people are moving into 

each area. 

For agents this means taking all the conversations that take place in the home, and at house 

inspections and sharing it in a structured way on your website. 

Given the huge spike in Victorian based agent Jellis Craig, I checked the sources which 

indicated a short term Facebook campaign in February. This social media campaign appears 

to be a once off promotion, as almost all agent websites have a steady stream of monthly 

traffic. Yet as I mentioned previously, the more important stats for agents are the quality of 

visitors and the level of engagement from their website. Better performance indicators would 

include numbers such as the average number of direct enquiries per property or the number 

of active buyers per property. 
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Leading Australian Real Estate Information Sites – 2014/2015 

Trends 
 

 

Takeaway 

Real estate buyers are using desktop search to access sites like onthehouse.com.au which has 

gained traction for providing house value estimates on properties not yet on the market. 

Which house owner does not want to check in and get an opinion on what their most valuable 

asset is worth? Accordingly there has been a 50% increase in the past year to this website, 

which illustrates just how informed customers have become when it comes to valuation of 

properties. Consumers who access these sites are actively involved in the real estate buying 

and selling cycle. 
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How successful are print publications at connecting with their 

audience online? 
See the Melbourne publication the weekly review stats below: 

The Weekly Review.com.au 

 

 

 

The stats of the agent’s portal site, Reviewproperty.com.au 
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Takeaway 

The traffic and downward trend is a major concern, and challenges the value equation of print 

media relative to its cost. Consumers do not appear to be engaging with both the Agents 

portal and print publications online. The consumer in 2015 finds and interacts with content 

differently compared to previous years; so print publications need to adopt a very different 

strategy online to build an audience and to play an influential role in the real estate buying 

cycle.   

There is a role for both print and digital, but the execution strategies and approach need to 

be different to harness the value of each kind of media. 
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Key Items for Vendors to Consider 
 

- Device and marketing schedule: Potential buyers are accessing more information from 

more devices than ever before and can take 6-12 months to make purchase decisions.  Be 

mindful of the longevity of your advertising when signing off your marketing schedule i.e., 

how long does my premium listing stay on the first page of realestate.com.au; the shelf 

life of print publications in the context of the standard customers buying cycle in your 

area. 

 

- Increasing conversion: Don’t be seduced by large numbers of impressions and visitors as 

they don’t mean much when you only want 2 or 3 more active buyers. Realestate.com.au 

& Domain.com.au provide you the platform to reach a large number of eyeballs, but the 

key is to turn these eyeballs into qualified buyers. 

 

We know that most residential purchases are initially qualified by location and price. To 

maximise the value of your property you need to cut through the clutter. This means 

emphasising the features of your property as they are compared to other similar 

properties being sold in your area. In addition, sell the features of your lifestyle/area 

compared to more expensive suburbs. 

 

- Alignment in marketing message: In summary, identify the key selling features of your 

property within your postcode, plus how it compares to the key selling features outside 

your postcode. Ensure your marketing schedule and agent are aligned to these messages 

and you will quickly get more specific feedback on the potential value of your property, 

as opposed to just a “gut feel”. 
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Items for Agents to Consider 
 

- Providing value information: Buyers and sellers are more informed than ever before.  

Converting all the “off-line” information you collect from the market into your digital 

strategy will give you an edge in the marketplace. Rather than simply publishing your 

listings, sending emails and making phone calls, start using your “on the street” 

information help buyers connect with the “lifestyle benefits” of living in certain properties 

or areas, many of which you may not see on the brochure or on the website. 

 

- Know your buyers: The research collected by most agents highlights that most people 

saw the property in listed on realestate.com.au or a major print publication.  The fact is 

that consumers are seeing different styles of information on each property across many 

digital and off-line channels. If you want better answers, ask better questions, such as, 

“What information prompted you to view the property today?” 

 

- Using technology to increase conversion: Think for a moment how much of your time is 

spent speaking to non-active buyers and sellers? We all know sales and marketing is a 

numbers game, but imagine if you could improve your hit rate by 1 or 2%, and that was 

among active buyers and sellers. Imagine if you started to segment click through rates on 

certain postcodes, and then started to personalise suburb information based on the click 

activity of your email database. 

 

- Challenge the conventional marketing schedule: The amount of change in how 

customers search for realestate.com.au; means it is time for certain items in your 

schedule to go. Sure, the risk is that other agents are including items that you are not. 

However, you are also saving the net cost of selling the property of the vendor, and the 

old argument “It only takes one buyer to read your advertisement” is an expensive 

proposition which is overdue to be challenged. 
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Conclusion & Next Steps 

 

Thanks for taking the time to read my white paper.  Hopefully the data and analysis has given 

you some insight as to how deeply people research their real estate decisions.  The idea that 

people are using just 1 or 2 major channels is redundant. Those businesses which embrace 

the diversity of channels that people access to make a real estate decision will deliver the 

most superior value. 

 

Roi.com.au plans to produce new research and innovation within the real estate industry over 

the coming months, so make sure you subscribe to our blog or social channels. 

 

If you are a real estate agency, or agent who wants to explore how some of our fresh thinking 

on digital solutions can be used to help your customers, please contact us on 1300 650 2754. 

 

Ewan Watt 

Director 

ROI.com.au 


